
p. 4-15
The pmf becomes 

E(yx’ ) = rxαx ≡ µx

The log-likelihood in terms of rx’s and αx’s is:

a convenient way to link µx=E(yx’ )=rxαx and ηx is:

where rx∈(0, ∞) and αx∈(0, ∞).

Var(yx’ ) = rxαx+rxαx2 = µx+(µx2/rx)
[cf., (LNp.4-9) alternative expression: Var(yx’ )=µx×(1+φx)/φx ]

 Statistical modeling: yx’ ~ NB(rx, αx) and ηx = Xβ

p. 4-16

• Analysis of negative binomial

responses assuming r1=r2=…=rk≡ r:
r1 = r2 = … = rk ⇔ rx=µxφx=[E(λx)]2/Var(λx)

(LNp.4-9) is a constant for all x

 Data analysis techniques for 

ordinary GLM can be adopted

 It is an ordinary GLM with canonical link

 cf., dispersion parameter method: Var(yx)=σ2E(yx)=σ2 µx

Treating r as a known constant

 it results in a different structure from the dispersion-

parameter approach for E(yx) and Var(yx)

 cf., assuming φx=rx/µx=E(λx)/Var(λx)
is a constant for all x

Treating r as an unknown parameter

 Not anymore an ordinary GLM
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p. 4-17

 Reading: Faraway (2006, 1st ed.), 3.3

 MLE of β and r can be obtained by 

1)using a Newton-Raphson routine on 

all parameters simultaneously, or

2)evaluating the profile likelihood for various fixed r, or

 The usual inferential techniques in GLM

can then be used to compare negative 

binomial models (regarded as inferences

conditional on the estimate of r)

Analysis of negative binomial responses allowing 

parameters r1, r2, …, rk to have different values

 Outside the framework of GLM

(out of the scope of this course)

 Manton et al. (1981), Biometrics 37, p.259-269

3)an approach alternates between a) using IRWLS to 

estimate β with fixed, b) using Newton-Raphson

method to estimate r with      fixed

 and      are asymptotically independent
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